T HEY L IE I N W AIT T O D ECEIVE
by Robert L. & Rosemary Brown

FAIR is pleased to make this online version of Robert
L. and Rosemary Brown’s classic book available to you,
free of charge. We are sure you will appreciate the meticulous research and documentation provided by the
Browns in their books.
There are four volumes in this series. Each focuses on a
different area of anti-Mormon efforts. If you enjoy this
volume, be sure to check out the other volumes also
available at the FAIR Web site.
Every effort has been made to ensure that this online
version is of the highest quality possible, given the technological limits of online materials. Each page of the
original book was scanned by dedicated volunteers and
checked for accuracy and legibility.
As you are reading, you may notice that some of the
smaller text is “fuzzy” or not entirely readable. This is
one of those technological limits—if we had attempted
to provide the highest quality download possible, the
online files would have been 30 times larger and therefore unmanageable for the average Internet user. Our
driving desire was to make this information available
to the widest audience possible.
If you are interested in a copy of this book in a higher
quality, we suggest purchasing a copy of the actual
printed book. The books are not that expensive, and
they are a valuable addition to any library. FAIR is the
sole authorized distributor of all volumes of They Lie In
Wait To Deceive. To order, visit our Web site:
http://www.fair-lds.org
Not only do you get a classic book that you can take
with you (you are no longer bound to the computer),
but you help to support FAIR in its mission to
bring you apologetic works of unquestioned
value.

DISTRIBUTING T HIS O NLINE B OOK
You are free to forward this book to your friends or anyone you feel may benefit by the information it contains.
Better still, you can direct your friends to the FAIR Web
site where they can download their own copy, along with
other information they may find helpful.
You are not free to post this online book on your Web
site or store it in any publically accessible storage medium, such as an FTP site. You cannot include this book
in any compilation or commericial work without the express written permission of FAIR.

A B O U T FAIR
The Foundation for Apologetic Information & Research
(FAIR) is a non-profit organization dedicated to providing well-documented answers to criticisms of LDS doctrine, belief and practice. Seeking to assist the lay member and scholar alike to respond to intentional and wellmeaning attacks on individual faith, FAIR helps publish articles and books that defend the LDS church,
operates a Web site that receives thousands of visitors
each day, and sponsors research projects and conferences that provide the LDS scholarly community an
outlet for getting information into the hands of the average member. With a 501-C3 tax exempt status from
the IRS, FAIR is funded by the generosity of its members and contributors, now grown to more than 1,000.
To learn more about FAIR, visit our Web site:
http://www.fair-lds.org
You can also write to us at:
FAIR
PO Box 1277
Felton CA, 95018

We hope you enjoy this book, and pray that God
will bless you as you sincerely seek His word
and will.
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